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A UA Athlete is a brand ambassador to the
company that commits to promoting not only

our products, but our mission, vision, and
values as a company.

Respectively, there are great benefits that also
come with being a part of our Athlete Program

which are listed on the next page. 

What does it mean to be an
Uplift Athletics Athlete?

Having the amazing opportunity to be one of
our athletes is a great privilege and

responsibility.

We are a brand in a growth process that allows
our athletes to benefit from said growth. We

are projected to be the biggest fitness apparel
brand in the Florida market in the upcoming

years.



Uplift Athletics 
Member Benefits:

40% off first-time purchase
30% off as long as you are an athlete

Invitations to Uplift Athletics events and
attend as a representative and model

The more you are involved, the more
likely you are to be invited to attend
events!

Early access to new collections 

Participate in feedback program for new
pieces

Free Uplift Athletics products when and
where possible

Discount code for our website that you can
share with your communities. (Amount TBD)

Commission on sales (based on tier)

Complementary content for personal use



Uplift Athletics 
Member Tiers:

Our program consists of 3 different tiers that you can
climb as an athlete of our program: Athlete, Premier

Athlete, and Elite Athlete. All levels will have the same
benefits listed above, but have their own tier-specific

ones as well.
 

In order to climb the tiers, you do not need to have a
massive following nor bring us that same thing. We as a

company seek to have more customers and a
community enjoying our brand, not just another follower

on Instagram.
 

For that reason, your progression in the tiers is based
off of how many sales you make using your discount
code every 3 months (quarterly basis). For example,

once you exceed 10 sales in the first quarter, the next
quarter you will go from being an Athlete to a Premier

Athlete. 
 

A sale you made will not count if the buyer did not use
your discount code. In order to maintain your tier, you
must make the targeted sales listed on the next page.

 
With this, we are striving to motivate, incentivize, but
most importantly recognize/reward your growth and
success as an Athlete. Remember, the more you help

Uplift Athletics through your role, the more we will reach
out and also help you!



 Athlete
Sales Requirement: 10 sales per quarter (3 months)
Promotional Requirement: 2 story posts per week, 1
feed post and 1 video per month (or 2 feed posts)

(more is encouraged)
Tier-Specific Benefits: 30% off products, 5%
commission on sales

Premier Athlete
Sales Requirements: 15 sales per quarter (3 months)
Promotional Requirements: 3 story posts per week, 2
feed posts and 1 video per month (or 3 feed posts) 

(more is encouraged)
Tier-Specific Benefits: 30% off products, 10%
commission on sales, and free accessories

Elite Athlete
Sales Requirements: 20 sales per quarter (3 months)
Promotional Requirements: 4 story posts per week, 3
feed posts and 1 video per month (or 4 feed posts)

(more is encouraged)
Tier-Specific Benefits: 40% off products, $5
commission per piece sold, free accessories, and
access to future inventory feedback program

1.

2.

3.

Uplift Athletics 
Member Tiers:



Expectations and
Requirements

18+ Years of Age 
Expected to have access to social media
platforms

Any accounts you have are required
to be public accounts

Be willing and able to be a face of our
brand

We maintain our reputation to be
professional, fun, positive, ethical,
and respectful
We expect you to carry yourself the
same way as you will be affiliated
with us moving forward

Become an approved content creator
with us admitted into the program 

(via Instagram)



Expectations and 
 Requirements cont.

Actively wear our pieces to the gym or
any other location you see fit to promote
our brand

Whenever posting on your social
media platforms wearing our brand,
we require you to tag us 
This is crucial so that your social
media posts about us can drive
people to our platforms
A minimum amount of social media
posts is required depending on what
tier Athlete you are in the program
Our socials: @upliftathleticsbrand

Must have our handle ^ on your IG Bio
Be reliable, flexible, and accountable as
an Athlete to aid us where needed

 
As a UA Athlete, we want to give you all the

benefits we provide, so work with us!



It's simple! On our website under the 
"Athlete Program" tab, fill out the form
embedded at the bottom of the page. 

In the application, provide your name, contact
information, Instagram page, any other social

media platforms, as well as your answers to the
following three questions:

Why are you interested in becoming an

Uplift Athletics Athlete?

What would you like to gain out of it?

What skills will you bring to the team?

1.

2.

3.

That's it! Thank you for expressing interest in Uplift
Athletics and we hope to see you apply to our

Athlete Program!

How to Become a Member

If admitted into the program, we will communicate
(and celebrate!) with you your acceptance and ask

you to fill out the consent form below:



Athlete Program
Consent Form

I ____________  hereby give permission to Uplift Athletics
Brand LLC to photograph, record video, or produce any
other forms of social media content of me in conjunction
with Uplift Athletics Brand LLC. The discretion of how that
content is used is up to Uplift Athletics Brand LLC.
Additionally, I am aware and understanding of what it
means to be a part of the Athlete Program as well as what
will be expected/required of me. Moreover, I understand
that should I not meet those expectations, the Uplift
Athletics team will reconsider my place in the program. 
 Lastly, I understand that aspects of my role are subject to
change because this is a growing company and will be
notified of said changes.

This is a non-binding position which means that we will not
prohibit or control your experience to only be with Uplift
Athletics.

Signing below will again help us to demonstrate your drive
and passion to be an Athlete for Uplift Athletics Brand. For
more information, reach out to Destiny Alvarez at
athlete@upliftathleticsbrand.com

X______________________________________________

                          _____________

Date


